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Veterans, Poppies and Connections to Nature 
By Lesley Fleming, HTR 
 
Military personnel throughout history have connected with nature. 

Examining experiences, chronologically by conflict, helps to 

understand why and how certain nature elements—plants and 

nature-based interventions—have contributed to healing, stress 

reduction and therapeutic outcomes for soldiers, military staff, 

veterans and communities.    

World War l is synonymous with the red poppy (Papaver rhoeas) 

growing on battlefield graves of the fallen soldiers in Flanders Field. 

This symbol of remembrance, embraced worldwide, is perhaps best 

understood as a form of communal grief, along with complex 

meanings of mourning, resilience and patriotism, evident each year 

with the wearing of poppies (McNab, 2014).   

World War ll military and civilian populations continued to use the 

fabric poppy as a symbol, evoking the complexities of war and 

freedom, sacrifice, and hope for a peaceful future. It was during 
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World War ll that gardening as a form of 

occupational therapy for U.S. veterans began 

being used, delivered by members of garden 

clubs across the country (Simson, 1998). This 

formalized use of contact with nature as a 

treatment modality continues to this day. 

Post 9/11 conflicts brought a different meaning 
to the poppy. Growing in Iraq and Afghanistan 
fields, poppies were used for the opium drug 
trade. The intermix of war, terrorism, military 
missions involving the control and destruction 
of poppy fields, and substance abuse among 
military members has had devastating impact 
within and beyond the military community. 
Horticultural therapy, along with other nature-
based therapies have been implemented as 
health strategies for active military and 
veterans as alternative treatments to 
traditional therapies.  
 
Connecting with Nature 
Soldiers, veterans and active military personnel 

have connected with nature as a means of 

addressing and healing trauma and injury 

incurred during military service, as well as for 

coping and maintaining well-being during and 

after deployment. Some of these have taken 

the form of prescribed treatment and 

programmed services while other connections 

have been informal, with soldiers intuitively 

turning to nature to restore sense of balance, 

well-being and order.  

A growing body of research investigating the 

ways in which veterans connect with nature 

has provided important information and 

understanding on how best to use nature-

based health strategies. The foundational 

theories of E.O. Wilson’s biophilia—the innate 

human need to connect with the natural world 

(1984), and attention restoration (ART) 

whereby passive and active interactions with 

nature can restore attentional capacity and 

provide cognitive rejuvenation (Kaplan, 1995) 

have informed the research. The Journal of 

The Poppy as a Symbol of Remembrance 

The red poppy Papaver rhoeas emerged from the 

war-torn landscapes of World War l in northern 

France and Flanders (northern Belgium). 

Growing atop the graves of soldiers, the poppy 

symbolized renewal and resiliency. 

It was Canadian Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae 

who made the connection between soldiers and 

red poppies. His poem In Flanders Field became 

the voice of WW l fallen soldiers. The 

juxtaposition of the atrocities and human toll of 

war and the beauty of the resilient poppy 

growing in the battlefields continues to resonate 

with people. The red poppy remains a powerful 

symbol of remembrance.  

McCrae’s poem was published in many countries, 

becoming part of a movement of remembrance. 

Particularly significant in the United Kingdom and 

British Commonwealth countries like Australia 

and Canada, the poppy is recognized in other 

countries – France, Belgium and the United 

States. Millions of people wear red fabric poppies 

signifying the sacrifice of brave men and women 

fighting for freedom. 

In Flanders Fields  
In Flanders fields the poppies blow 
Between the crosses, row on row, 
That mark our place; and in the sky 

The larks, still bravely singing, fly 
Scarce heard amid the guns below. 

 
We are the Dead. Short days ago 

We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 
Loved and were loved, and now we lie 

In Flanders fields. 
 

Take up our quarrel with the foe: 
To you from failing hands we throw 
The torch; be yours to hold it high. 

If ye break faith with us who die 
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 

In Flanders fields. 
 

 

https://journal-veterans-studies.org/
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Veterans Studies, a more recent publication begun in 2016, 

has included articles by Tidball (2018) and Brown et al. 

(2016) on agricultural programs resonating with returning 

combatants. Fleming (2015), Westlund (2014), and 

Besterman-Dahan et al. (2016) also examined the 

connections between transitioning military and farming 

programs. Koven’s 2018 research discussed alternative 

interventions for PTSD, reflecting the growing call for 

replacing the term PTSD with operational stress injuries, 

defined more broadly to include “any persistent 

psychological difficulty resulting from operational duties 

performed while serving” (Westlund, 2014). 

Research has revealed the scope of nature-based 

programming. A variety of approaches address health 

challenges across physical, mental, spiritual, and 

psychological health domains (Krasny et al., 2014; 

Townsend & Weerasuriya, 2010). Wounded Warriors 

Canada, for example, has recommended a diversity of 

programs which allows for flexibility, understanding that 

no one fix works for all. Integral to each type of program is connecting with nature in some capacity. 

The following nature-based programming provides veterans and active military with options:   

Ecopsychology, ecotherapy, and nature-based therapies (NBT) are treatment based modalities where 

connecting with nature is central to health improvements. Used for many populations, these have 

shown effectiveness when used with veterans and active military (Krasny et al., 2014; Batt-Rawdon & 

Tellnes, 2005). Engaging with nature within the military community is distinct from other populations 

(though some health goals are similar), where green exercise and techniques involving nature redirect 

anger, deal with physical exhaustion, support appropriate social engagement, and increase sense of 

belonging (AHTA, 2007).  

Horticultural therapy and therapeutic recreation programming involving plants and gardening 

activities have been developed specifically for veterans (Szofran & Meyer, 2004; Fleming, 2015; Stowell 

& Owens, 2019; Atkinson, 2009; Wise, 2015). Programs like Gardening Leave in the UK, University of 

Florida Wilmot Botanical Gardens’ therapeutic horticulture program, the Veterans Greenhouse and 

Gardens Program at the UCLA Veterans Affairs Campus, and Toronto Sunnybrook Hospital’s summer 

camp for WW ll veterans are replicable models.  

Field exercises, a term coined by Canadian author Stephanie Westlund (2014), include wilderness 

adventure therapy, animal assisted programs, and gardening activities focused on veteran 

participation. Several organizations offer these types of programs including the Canadian Veteran 

Adventure Foundation and Veterans Expeditions.  

Veterans turning to farming as a nature-based intervention provides sense of purpose, independence, 

and therapeutic interactions with living things (Fleming, 2015; Brown et al., 2016; Besterman-Dahan et 

al., 2016). The Canadian government historically has provided agricultural training for veterans and the 

Veterans’ Land Act of 1942 supported land acquisition (Westlund, 2014). A more recent trend has 

Photo: J. Banks.Unsplash 

https://journal-veterans-studies.org/
https://wilmotgardens.med.ufl.edu/2019/06/04/therapeutic-horticulture-program-for-veterans-going-strong-after-7-years/
https://healthycampusinitiative.wordpress.com/2018/01/26/combating-veterans-issues-through-gardening/
https://healthycampusinitiative.wordpress.com/2018/01/26/combating-veterans-issues-through-gardening/
https://www.vetexpeditions.com/
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encouraged veterans’ involvement in farming, with a dual purpose of transitioning this population to 

a sector where their employment and skills are valued and welcomed, and where food production can 

support food security, an issue faced by many communities as well as veterans.  The Canadian Veterans 

Farm Network developed by Forces & Families is one such example. 

Community agricultural model using peer support as an essential element set in an agricultural 

context, recognizes the importance of military culture and shared experiences. Research identifies 

social support and integration as critical determinants of overall health, certainly important for 

transitioning military (Brown et al., 2016). Best practices for peer support programs have validated this 

type of programming, with increasing numbers of such programs being implemented (Greden et al., 

2010; Money et al., 2011).   

Female specific programming, including nature-based activity, are rooted in female service members 

suffering different traumas than male counterparts, in particular military sexual trauma (DiRamio et 

al., 2015). Programs like Nova Scotia’s Veteran Farm Project have been set up specifically for women.   

Therapeutic gardens for veterans and active duty military, typically at veterans’ inpatient and 

outpatient facilities, are built on the philosophy of time in nature is restorative (Cooper Marcus &  

Sachs, 2014; Detweiler et al., 2010; Kaplan, 1995).  Evidence-based design principles address the specific 

and wide ranging challenges and triggers faced by military populations which span multiple wars, ages 

and injuries. Garden design features support interaction with nature including indoor and outdoor 

gardens, multiple areas within the garden, in consideration for those who prefer enclosed “rooms” or 

open spaces (relating to avoidance and hyperarousal challenges), smoking areas, accessible features, 

physical rehabilitation ramps and other 

accommodations. Flexibility in how garden space is 

used is identified as a priority for veterans’ therapeutic 

gardens, with gathering places for children and family, 

attention to positive and negative sensory stimuli, and 

where sense of safety and well-defined perimeters are 

important elements.  

Contact with nature, while important, is not usually 

the only mechanism used to address mental, physical 

and polytrauma health challenges faced by military 

members, veterans, family and communities. 

Programs and services where contact with nature 

plays a role, can provide a range of outcomes, 

particularly when delivered by trained professionals 

who can target specific challenges. Anecdotal and 

empirical evidence has identified health 

improvements from these health strategies, including 

mood, self-esteem, sense of belonging, safety and 

peace, and social interactions, in addition to 

opportunities for grieving, meaningful service, 

establishment of new identities, and better 

understanding of military experiences.   

Photo: T. de St. Croix.Unsplash 
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https://veteranfarmproject.com/
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Veteran to Farmer Programs: An Emerging Nature-Based 
Programming Trend    
By Lesley Fleming, MA, HTR 
Photos by Aero Farm 
Excerpt reprinted by permission of  
Journal of Therapeutic Horticulture  
American Horticultural Therapy Association 
Retrievable from JSTOR  
 
Veterans returning from Post 9/11 conflicts 

transitioning into civilian life are faced with multiple 

issues; health challenges both physical and 

psychological, re-integration into society, and 

suitable employment… 

Programs and services addressing the transition 

from military to civilian life for Post 9/11 veterans 

have been developed. In particular, veterans’ 

programs that use farming in rehabilitation, 

vocational training, and career redirection address 

some of the challenges of transitioning into civilian 

life. These programs seem to appeal not only to the 

45% of armed service members from rural America 

(USDA 2013), but also to other veterans, 

government organizations, and educational institutions. Veteran to farmer programs have been 

gaining momentum since 2007 when they began to emerge….A review of veteran to farmer programs 

may provide health service practitioners a more in-depth understanding of the Post 9/11 population 

and of new nature-based programming models that address the multi-faceted dimensions of their 

health and well-being. 

Demand for programs and services for Post 9/11 veterans has grown dramatically in the last decade. 

As more military personnel transition into civilian life, one type of programming that has emerged is 

veteran to farmer programs. Referred to as protector to provider or guns to greenhouses (Veterans 

to Farmers, 2013) these terms are descriptive of the transitioning role and agriculture-based activity 

some veterans are selecting… 

Farming programs for transitioning veterans …coincide with gaps in the agricultural sector relating to 

aging farmer demographics, updated agricultural practices and technology, sustainability and food 

security concerns, and declining rural communities. As a theoretical solution for these inter-related 

issues, it has been suggested that a labor pool willing to re-locate to rural communities and who have 

the capacity to learn new farming techniques might redress some of these agricultural challenges 

(Farmer Veteran Coalition, 2014a). 

In addition to the demographic and agriculture rationale supporting veteran to farmer programs, the 

potential health and well-being of transitioning veterans has contributed to the development of these 

programs. The well documented health challenges that Post 9/11 veterans face in all health domains 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/24865257?seq=8#metadata_info_tab_contents
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(physical, mental, social, cognitive, and emotional) represent new challenges to medical, therapeutic, 

and other Veterans Affairs professionals. With increasing awareness of the scope of mental health 

challenges and large numbers of veterans requesting services to deal with their health deficits, there 

is growing interest in alternative programs and services that can address the unique Post 9/11 health 

and well-being challenges. Programs that can combine rehabilitation, healing, vocational training, and 

employment are part of this alternative programing trend.   

Contact with Nature Research - Veteran to farmer programs have emerged as an innovative approach 

in addressing these multi-faceted challenges of Post 9/11 veterans. Little of the research on contact 

with nature is specifically focused on veterans, however, some of the research themes parallel health 

issues relevant to veterans: psychological and physical healing from trauma, improving self-esteem 

and social skills, finding meaningful work, making sense of previous life’s experiences, and distraction 

from pain. The historical use of farm activity for rehabilitation dates back to the 1800s. Dr. Benjamin 

Rush used gardening and farming in 1798 for treatment for mental health patients in the United States 

(Simson, 1998). Dr. MacKinnon incorporated gardening and pig farming as treatment at Scotland’s 

Royal Edinburgh Hospital for Mental and Nervous Disorders in 1839 (Parr, 2005). During World War II 

gardening was used as occupational therapy for U.S. veterans (this eventually led to the development 

of the horticultural therapy profession (Simson, 1998). Current day practices reveal therapeutic farms 

in North America and Europe where farming activity and farm settings are used as treatment 

modalities and delivery sites for a range of groups including substance abuse, psychiatric, and at-risk 

youth populations. Few of these therapeutic farms are specific for veteran populations, however, the 

existence of these therapeutic farms, the increasing prevalence of European Care Farms (Hine, 

Peacock & Pretty, 2008), and the emergence of 

veteran to farmer programs suggest that 

therapeutic interventions which are nature-based 

can provide positive health and well-being 

outcomes for military veterans. 

Biologist E.O. Wilson’s biophilia theory suggests 

that humans have an innate human trait to affiliate 

with other forms of life and that human well-being 

requires this bond to other living systems (1984). 

This connection, broadly referred to as contact 

with nature, has been empirically investigated in 

multiple disciplines including psychiatry, 

horticulture, public health, and environmental 

health. Findings from numerous studies support 

the premise that contact with nature is beneficial 

for human health and well- being (Burls, 2007a; 

Heerwagen, 2009; Faber-Taylor and Kuo, 2009). 

Burls’ research links human interactions with 

nature to human growth and development in 

cognitive, emotional, spiritual and aesthetic 

domains (2007b). Though not specifically 

developed for military personnel, Burls’ theory is 
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compelling because it identifies human growth and development areas that speak to both active 

military and veteran experiences. These include coping with adversity, heightened awareness (during 

combat), physical and mental fitness, and critical thinking skills… 

Townsend and Weerasuriya (2010) reviewed a range of nature-based therapeutic modalities including 

horticultural therapy, animal assisted therapy, green (outdoor) exercise, tree climbing, school ground 

greening, adventure and wilderness therapy, and care farming ….Human’s higher level needs were 

met through the diverse and numerous features and opportunities provided by nature including 

mental stimulation, socialization and the fulfillment of basic human needs of usefulness, self-worth, 

love and nurturing (Nebbe 2006; O’Brien 2005b)…[Research by] McGinnis (1989) and McBey (1985) 

has revealed that cultivation activities can trigger a healing response and illness prevention. Reviewing 

this body of research on contact with nature suggests that consideration of nature-based 

programming may be helpful to military veterans and the health challenges they face… 

Research and current day health practices demonstrate the link between contact with nature and 

therapeutic outcomes. Ecopsychology and horticultural, recreation, occupational and physical 

therapies utilize formalized treatment methodologies using plant, gardening and other nature-based 

activities to achieve specific and documented health outcomes. Many therapeutic benefits of nature-

based activity are possible including; redirection of anger, spiritual renewal, physical exhaustion, 

strengthening of limbs, opportunities for appropriate social engagement, acquisition of new skills, and 

increasing a sense of belonging and acceptance (AHTA, 2007). While these health disciplines regard 

therapeutic outcomes as results of formalized treatment assessments and treatment plans, a broader 

definition of therapeutic—exhibiting healing powers—can identify and explain therapeutic benefits 

that may lack formalized treatment processes, but which may none the less improve health and well-

being. 

Veteran to farmer programs are an example where therapeutic outcomes have been realized even in 

the absence of formalized treatment plans. Based on anecdotal self-reports by participating veterans 

and observations by staff, veteran to farmer programs appear to provide therapeutic—healing  

elements. The early veteran to farmer programs were not necessarily based on theoretical, medical or 

therapeutic modalities but rather on intuition that a farm, a natural setting, could provide physical 

activity that could offer relief from stress and PTSD, while providing meaningful work and potential 

career opportunities (A. Buck, personal communication, Nov. 2013)…   

Initiated in the last ten years, veteran to farmer programs have taken two distinct forms for veterans 

who want to farm: programs that deliver classroom and experiential agriculture education, and 

programs that provide information—on funding, resources, and employment opportunities. Both 

types of programs offer veterans opportunities to consider farming for short-term or long-term 

benefits including employment, rehabilitation, or agriculture ownership opportunities. Most of the 

programs combine a range of services, many with a therapeutic or healing component. The need for 

programs that address the widespread prevalence of physical and psychological trauma experienced 

as a result of military duty continues to expand with the increase in veteran populations. Veteran to 

farmer programs offer connecting to nature through farm activity as an alternative rehabilitative 

model.  
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[A review of 24 veteran to farmer programs in the U.S. 

found that each provides] services that support Post 9/11 

veterans exploring or experiencing farming as potential 

post military activity. The review uncovered two distinct 

types of programs—agriculture education and 

information-based programs. The information-based 

category focuses on economic, financial and government 

programs specific for veterans transitioning into farming. 

[Description of programs can be found in original article, 

Fleming, 2015]… 

Health challenges facing transitioning veterans are 

complex and often involve multiple health 

domains…Alternative programming for the delivery of 

health services may ease some of the burden while 

providing newer, effective health services veterans and 

their families are requesting. 

The emergence of veteran to farmer programs reflects a 

multi-sector response to not only health and human 

services, but also agriculture, rehabilitation and mental 

health needs in the United States. The farming programs, 

as one type of nature-based programming, provide a mix of 

services that span several health domains. At the same time 

the programming provides opportunities for gainful 

employment for transitioning veterans. Often a difficult 

phase with many challenges, veterans have self-reported 

veteran to farmer programming has addressed their PTSD 

symptoms as well as their search for meaningful work post 

military service (Farmer Veteran Coalition, 

2014b)…Considered innovative because veteran to farmer 

programming spans health, employment, agriculture and veteran affairs paradigms, nature-based 

farming programming may offer applications to other special populations which, like transitioning 

veterans, face cross sector challenges to health and well-being. 
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Like Fleming’s article Veterans to 

Farmers, this online site lists 

programs where the focus is on 

veterans concerned, and doing 

something about food insecurity as 

they transition into civilian 

employment.  

Archi’s Institute – an agricultural 

entrepreneurial incubator program 

with a certificate in sustainable 

agriculture 

BattleGround to Breaking Ground – a 

three phase training program based 

in Texas with hands-on & online 

workshops, business planning & 

agriculture courses  

Farmers Assisting Returning Military 

(FARM) – a Future Farmer Internship 

program based on Eat the Yard 

urban farming business intended for 

veterans wanting to explore 

agriculture careers 

https://foodtank.com/news/2018/06/

veterans-new-food-movement/ 
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Finding Joy Beyond the Uniform 
Text & photos by Jessica Miller 
 

She had never imagined this day. She thought the combats and boots would always be a part of her. 

But on June 6th, 2018 that day happened, the uniform came off and ID card turned in. She was now a 

civilian. 

Sargent Jessica Miller (Retired) joined the Canadian Armed Forces in 1997 and was trained and worked 

as a Medical Technician and Primary Care Paramedic. She served in Afghanistan, multiple deployments 

sailing onboard Canadian Forces Ships and countless domestic operations. It was what she knew, 

treating patients was what she loved and serving her country was her pride. But the accidents, physical 

and mental traumas became too much and her career was ended before she was mentally ready after 

only 22 years in service. Through many hours of therapy, she found the strength to dig deep and think 

outside the box.  

In March 2018 a small farm in Sweets Corner, Nova Scotia was for sale. Without knowing why, Jessica 

was drawn to it. It was in rough shape, been neglected for many years and she knew nothing about 

farming. So, what was it about this 7-acre property and little white farmhouse? Jessica and Steve 

purchased the property in April 2018 and began the big task of cleaning, mowing and planning. That 

first season they were both just trying to get through the monumental task of now owning such a big 

property. Steve built a few raised garden beds in the field and Jessica planted what she hoped would 

grow. To both their surprise, they actually grew veggies, more than they could eat. When a good friend 

and fellow veteran asked if there was any extra produce, Jessica quickly packed up a big bag of veggies 

and they went to a veteran couple in their senior years. It was that moment the seed was planted; she 

knew what the farm needed to be. A space to grow farm fresh produce and it would be a safe space 

for veteran women to be together, heal together and the by product would be the amazing veggies 

they would grow and donate. Jessica knew who to reach out to for help and the Nova Scotia Nunavut 

Legion Command was that place. They were looking for programs geared towards women and female 

veterans and that was exactly the direction Jessica wanted to take the farm and with their support the 

Veteran Farm Project was born.  

Although Jessica isn’t a professionally trained horticultural therapist, she recognized that over two 

decades as a Medic in the Forces, the training gave her the insight and prospective how to create a 

safe and nurturing space that was geared towards the safety and security for the ladies who 

participate. She consulted with professional therapists and social workers to ensure the plans would 

be of benefit to the women and would help and not hinder their transition into civilian life. Almost all 

the women who have volunteered and participate on the farm are survivors of traumas. These injuries 

are a barrier to transition and left the women feeling lonely, confused and struggling in their new lives 

after the uniform came off.  

The projects, workshops and special events organized for the women are all geared towards 

empowering those who would like to participate. It is important to Jessica and the program that each 

woman involved try something new, never be fearful of something not turning out right, and use the 

training and leadership skills they’ve gained while in service. Alot of women leave the Forces feeling 

they haven’t gained skills for civilian life and it is important to show them how much they have gained 

through the years. It is also important that each activity or plan helps to empower each individual to 
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work on something they are passionate about or discover a new interest. We have women dedicating 

their time to learning, growing and designing flower arrangements. Others have taken on the 

challenge of working towards our book, Tales from the field, “keeping our boots in the dirt” (a 

cookbook type legacy project we hope to be complete in a few years). Others are canning, preserving 

and learning to bake. This season, with help of a good friend knowledgeable about chickens, Jessica 

has decided to start to overcome her fear of the birds. She had a terrible experience in Afghanistan 

with chickens that left some lasting scars. But that is what the Veteran Farm Project aims to achieve - 

facing those fears or uncomfortable situation in a safe, caring and peaceful space where the women 

know they have encouragement from the other women. 

Jessica and Steve strive to ensure the farm is a peaceful and tranquil space where women can be 

together and enjoy the “tribe” feeling they had while in uniform. When you identify so heavily with 

such a strong institution it is very hard to let it go fully. The Veteran Farm Project is becoming that safe, 

comfortable space for women to discover themselves, help grow food for other veteran families 

needing a boost, and create new personal and work type connections along the way. There is never a 

dull moment on the farm and always something new and exciting in the works. There have been 

activities with young cadets, participating in our first farmers market, multiple days at Camp Hill 

Veterans’ Memorial Centre, and support for a beautiful female veteran artist with her Nocturne art 

project in 2019. The motto is “Reach beyond our limits”. The women feel that each time they are on 

the farm or out at an event.  

Even though the 2020 season has been an interesting journey, the women on the farm have dedicated 

themselves to supporting over 55 veterans serving families with bi-weekly WE CARE boxes full of fresh 

food scheduled right up to our big Thanksgiving pantry delivery. Being able to share what has been 

produced with other veterans is so wonderful. We say all the time it is soul filling. It is a very powerful 

feeling knowing you are able to help so many and give a boost of good nutrition, hope and peace to 

those who are in need. The Veteran Farm Project has become a space for women to find their joy 

beyond the uniform.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.veteranfarmproject.com/
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The Veteran Farm Project in Sweet Corners  

Begun as an environmental rehabilitation program in support of veterans transitioning from the 

Canadian Armed Forces, the Veteran Farm Project was created by a group of veterans as a nature 

experience using horticulture programs to maximize veteran’s physical, psychological and social 

strengths.  

 

Located in Sweets Corner, near Windsor, Nova Scotia, the Veteran Farm Project has partnered with 

Sweet Squish Farm, Full Draw Archery, Sapphire Reiki and the Royal Canadian Legion Nova Scotia 

Nunavut Command. It is both a therapeutic horticulture program and a social enterprise with activities 

related to food security, and a particular focus on improving fresh food shortages in the veteran 

community. Veterans grow vegetables and flowers, available for sale at its farm market (virtual during 

COVID) along with their fresh baked bread. 

Planned activities for 2020, pending COVID restrictions, include yoga, beeswax crafts, bread making, 

beginner archery, reiki treatments, and access to the six acre farm property, with areas accessible to 

those with physical disabilities along with specific areas that aid in helping with mental health injuries.   

In 2019, ten veterans participated in activities at the Veteran Farm Project, on site at Sweet Squish 

Farm. The WE CARE initiative, begun last summer, is expected to continue, delivering bi-weekly boxes 

of food to food insecure veterans. Establishing a connection with veterans at Camp Hill, Veteran Farm 

Project participants planted flowers at the Halifax health and residential facility.  Founder Jessica Miller 

and co-founder Steve Murgatroyd’s vision for the Veteran Farm Project has been actualized! 

 

“As a group of female veterans we 

understand the importance of a 

safe, enriched space where women 

can come together and be 

comfortable to share their stories 

and challenges…with programs 

specifically geared towards 

women veterans and their needs” 

https://www.veteranfarmproject.com/
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Series 

Plant Activities Using Paper Materials       
Text & photos by Susan Morgan, MS 
 

Therapeutic horticulturists use a variety of materials for plant-based programs. Paper, a plant product, 

can be key components or supplemental accessory for hands-on activities.  

Plant photos – When certain plants are unavailable, pictures can be used to supplement the activity, 

particularly to show the context or location of a plant. 

Leaf matching activity – Create a template tracing and copying uniquely shaped leaves like redbud, 

sweet gum, maple, oak, tulip poplar, gingko, and pine. Give each person a master sheet so that real 

pressed leaves can be fitted within the traced shapes. This works well with a range of cognitive 

abilities. Individuals with cognitive deficits are challenged to match shapes while others may be 

engaged to discuss the variety/shape/color of leaves.  

Pressed flower cards and suncatchers – Decoupage pressed flowers and leaves onto cardstock cards 

with deckled edge for Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, or other special occasions. Frame them with mats 

or inexpensive frames. Create bookmarks, mandalas, or “stained glass” patterns using self-sealing 

laminating sheets for art that glows backlit from sunlight when hung in windows.  

Inspirational quotes celebrating flowers that open and close each day – Flowers such as morning 

glories, four o’clocks, and night-blooming plants like evening primrose, cirrus and certain cactus 

provide an opportunity to discuss why some plants have these daily characteristics for pollination or 

energy conservation. Make pre-printed inspirational quotes about the moon available for pressed 

flower cards as an adjunct activity. 

Gift it forward – Decorating small plants/flowers by wrapping them in tissue paper and tying with 

ribbon or jute can be an activity done individually or cooperatively with a buddy. Line tissue with waxed 

paper or cellophane wrap and cinch around plant. For facilities that prefer to have participants not 

take plants back to rooms, gather decorated plants into a large basket to display in a community 

gathering area for a few days, followed by gifting plants to loved ones for holidays or thank-you to 
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staff members during Nursing Home Week. Purchasing a flat or six pack of flowers makes this activity 

cost effective. 

Flower and leaf printing – Cut flowers like daisy, buttons, 

or pom style mums can be dipped into paint, printing 

flower heads onto thick watercolor paper. Use leatherleaf 

stem from the grocery store florist to make leaf prints 

using stamping ink pads. To do, lay leatherleaf stem on 

paper towel or newspaper and press ink pad all over the 

top of the leaf, ensuring good coverage of ink on leaf. 

Turn leaf upside down onto watercolor paper, place paper 

towel or newspaper as blotting paper over top of leaf, and 

press firmly. Experiment with variations of this technique.  

Paper quilt with flower prints – Follow flower printing 

session with a group activity to create a paper quilt using 

uniform sized paper, complementary or multiple shades 

of paint color, and construction paper border to unify 

flower prints together. Combine everyone’s artwork and 

display both the quilt and paint-dipped flowers. Themes 

of Fourth of July and Christmas flowers can augment 

activities.  

Bingo with leaf markers – Add zest to this popular game 

by substituting paper or real leaves as markers. Consider 

nature/garden related bingo cards.  

Paper bag vases for floral arranging activities – Use 

inexpensive paper gift bags as vases for a substitute to 

water filled vessels. Activity has several dimensions 

including applications for populations likely to spill water 

in vases or with restrictions using glass containers. Flower 

arranging without water using cut greens, baby’s breath, statice and button moms will last a few days 

without water. For groups where water does not pose a challenge, place a plastic cup within gift bag 

for floral arrangements. Inexpensive ornaments can be added for extra flair.  

Making houseplants and flowers out of paper – The internet, Pinterest, and numerous books offer 

instructions on making flowers and houseplants from paper (Handmade Houseplants: Remarkably 

Realistic Plants You Can Make with Paper by C. Hogg, Paper to Petal: 75 Whimsical Paper Flowers to Craft 

by Hand by R. Thuss). Position live inspirational plants and flowers in the table center to encourage 

participant creativity.  

Susan Morgan presented at the American Horticultural Therapy Association’s 2017 conference with a 

session titled Activities Reimagined. Her blog Eat Breathe Garden offers interesting activities with a range 

of materials, all related to plants.  

 

Paper Poppies and Other Paper-Plant 
Activities 

By Lesley Fleming, HTR 
 
Making Paper Poppies  
 
Making paper ranunculus, daisy 
chains, hyacinths, dahlias, daffodils, 
sunflowers, apple blossoms, dogtooth 
violets, heliconia, and poinsettias are 
fun, offering a range of difficulty from 
easy to challenging. Instructions 
available in Denise Brown’s book 
Paper Flowers. 
 
Making things I love tree & gratitude 

ivy-covered wall   

http://www.creatingdelight.com/ 

Making sunhats: digital article How to 
Make a Paper Hat Tutorial       
 
Making garden items from recycled 
or new paper: 

 Seed pots  
 Plantable seed paper     
 Seed tape         

 Seed Packets    

 

https://eatbreathegarden.com/about/
https://iheartcraftythings.com/paper-poppies-craft.html
http://www.creatingdelight.com/
https://tipjunkie.com/make-hat/
https://tipjunkie.com/make-hat/
https://www.theartofdoingstuff.com/how-to-make-paper-pots/
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/seed-paper/
https://www.gardenbetty.com/make-your-own-seed-tape/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/219832025538460732/
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State of the Onion: The Current Lexicon for People-Plant Activity 
Text & photo by Lesley Fleming, HTR                        
 
People-Plant Programming 
This refers to a broad range of activities—recreational, therapeutic and social—that involve 

interactions between people and plants that have been developed as programmed activities. Reprised 

in recent literature due to the expanding scope and nature of programs beyond horticultural therapy, 

this term includes nature-based therapies, forest bathing, food security action, and ecotherapy.  

Horticulture for Health  
The neologism—horticulture for health—refers to a paradigm/framework, defined in 2018 that 

identifies and organizes programs, services, activities and concepts that use horticulture as an integral 

component of health-focused activity. People-plant programming and horticulture for health can refer 

to the same activities and services, though the latter term offers more specific definitions, models and 

information (Fleming, 2018).   

The following is excerpted from Fleming’s ebook Therapeutic Horticulture A Practitioner’s Perspective 

(2016). 

HT and Horticultural Therapy  
“The commonly used short form or abbreviation of horticultural therapy is HT. But the acronym is also 
used as a noun, adjective, verb and title—I deliver HT, the HT program at the YMCA, HT professional.  
 
Horticultural Therapy and Therapeutic Horticulture  
Horticultural therapy is used as an umbrella term for many things. It refers to both the field of discipline 

and one of four program types according to the American Horticultural Therapy Association (AHTA) 

2007 Position Paper—Definitions and Positions. (Editor’s note: AHTA, as of 2015 identifies three, not 

four program types. The Canadian Horticultural Therapy Association identifies two program types, 

CHTA, 2019).  

Therapeutic horticulture is also one of AHTA and CHTA’s program types….Horticultural therapy 

professionals do distinguish between the two. There are significant differences. Horticultural therapy 

is a formalized treatment modality and therapeutic horticulture is not. In common usage, often 

depending on the audience, both terms are, at times used to refer to plant-based programming 

seeking positive health outcomes. Is this correct? No. Is there always time to explain the differences? 

No. Is there a slight bias with the word therapy? Is therapeutic horticulture deemed more palatable for 

some circumstances? Yes. 

Therapeutic Gardening and Therapeutic Horticulture 
Therapeutic gardening was a term used prior to 2007 to describe structured gardening activities led 

by someone with training in horticulture, with the intent of improving the body, mind and spirit and 

applicable to people of all ages. In early 2008 the term therapeutic horticulture began to replace the 

term therapeutic gardening in healthcare and horticultural therapy circles with the release of the 

American Horticultural Therapy Association’s Position Paper—Definitions and Positions (2007). The U.S. 

national association tightened up the definitions for all four program types and selected therapeutic 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/656448
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horticulture instead of therapeutic gardening. The concept for both the pre-2007 and post-2007 terms 

is fairly consistent.  

 
Gardening Therapy and Gardening as Therapy  
The term garden therapy is no longer used by horticultural therapy professionals in North America. 

Horticultural therapy is the term AHTA’s 2007 Position Paper—Definitions and Positions selected to 

refer to the therapeutic discipline using plants and gardening activities. As to gardening as therapy: It 

is often said of gardening, that it is therapeutic; that it can reduce stress, lift spirits and encourage people 

to be more physically active.  

Many feel this way, but not all gardening is therapeutic. Think back strain, hedge-clipping all day, 

harvesting ripe fruit in a short period of time, or your own childhood when your parents made you 

rake the leaves so as not to kill the grass or hoe and weed a large garden under the hot sun! There can 

be therapeutic—healing—aspects to some gardening for some people. The term therapeutic when 

used in horticultural therapy or therapeutic horticulture refers to a framework of health intervention 

where targeted health deficits are addressed and hopefully improved by specific and planned activity 

that involve plant or gardening activities delivered by trained professionals.  

Gardening, as a hobby, is considered recreation, different from therapy. Using a continuum to explain 

where recreational gardening fits into gardening for therapeutic outcomes, think in terms of degree 

of interventions. Hobby gardening, at the far left on the spectrum, has no interventions by health 

providers, with no targeted health goals. At the far right on the continuum is horticultural therapy. It 
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uses “horticulture and related activities as a therapeutic and rehabilitative medium” with formalized 

treatment processes including assessment, goal setting, and charting, often as part of an 

interdisciplinary (occupational, physical, recreation therapy, social work) treatment regime. In 

between are therapeutic horticulture, social horticulture and vocational horticulture whose programs 

are delivered by trained professionals and which have some health interventions. 

Horticultural Therapist and Registered Horticultural Therapist  
“The term horticultural therapist refers to the professionally registered horticultural therapist (HTR)” 

according to AHTA’s 2015 Code of Professional Conduct for Horticultural Therapists. This interpretation 

means that those who have taken courses, even AHTA accredited HT courses including completion of 

the 3 course Horticultural Therapy Certificate do not have the right to call themselves horticultural 

therapist. This is reserved for those who have completed an internship, and who have applied for, and 

been granted professional registration by AHTA. Like other professional bodies, AHTA, and its 

counterparts—Canadian Horticultural Therapy Association (CHTA) and Hong Kong Therapeutic 

Horticulture Association (HKATH) set standards for professional designation in conjunction with other 

standards of practice. Canadian practice is not as restrictive in who can use the term horticultural 

therapist.  

Definitions are often nuanced and constantly evolving. Terminology, part of every discipline, reflects 

a profession’s evolution and stage of development. All professions release official publications 

defining the appropriate and current lexicon to inform practitioners, the public and other 

stakeholders. In 2015 AHTA reviewed and released The Code of Professional Conduct for Horticultural 

Therapists and the Code of Professional Ethics for Horticultural Therapists. Prior to the 2015 publications, 

the 2007 AHTA Position Paper—Definitions and Positions was the primary document defining existing 

professional standards and the 2007 Position Paper continues to play a significant role within the 

profession”.  

American Horticultural Therapy Association (2007). Definitions and Positions. Retrieved from 
http://www.ahta.org/documents/FinalHTPostionPaper.pdf  

American Horticultural Therapy Association (2015). 2015 Code of Professional Ethics for Horticultural Therapists. 
Retrieved from http://ahta.org/sites/default/files/AHTA%20Code%20of %20Ethics.pdf  

American Horticultural Therapy Association (2015). 2015 Standards of Practice for Horticultural Therapists. 
Retrieved from http://ahta.org/sites/default/files/AHTA%20STANDARDS %20OF%20PRACTICE.pdf  

Canadian Horticultural Therapy Association (2019). About horticultural therapy. Retrieved from 
https://www.chta.ca/about-us.html 

Fleming, L. (2016). Therapeutic Horticulture A Practitioner’s Perspective. Smashwords.  
Fleming, L. (2018). Horticulture for health: Defining the paradigm. Digging In 4(1); 1-3. 
 

A significant portion of this article is excerpted from Fleming’s ebook Therapeutic Horticulture A 
Practitioner’s Perspective. Fleming first introduced the term horticulture for health in Nova Scotia at 
professional development workshops to denote the expanding nature of activities, and the need to better 
express the scope of these activities. The phrase state of the onion was borrowed from Dr. Sydney Park 
Brown. 
  

http://www.ahta.org/documents/FinalHTPostionPaper.pdf
https://www.chta.ca/about-us.html
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/656448
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/656448
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Replacing Ornamentals with Edibles for a Tasty Twist 
By Lesley Fleming, HTR 
 
There is a place for both ornamentals and edibles 

in most gardens. Greater awareness of food 

security, food shopping adaptations due to 

COVID 19, and introductions of new plant 

varieties are prompting gardeners to think about 

changes to their plant selections.  

Replacing ornamentals with edibles is not a new 

concept. For many this has been a long-standing 

lifestyle choice. For others, particularly those 

who have inherited established gardens with 

newly purchased homes, substituting edible 

plants when ornamentals become leggy, 

bedraggled or ready to expire, may offer a 

phased-in approach for refreshing the garden.  

A few edibles to consider, recommended by 

Daron Joffe, in his book Citizen Farmers: 

Blueberries- A natural for Nova Scotians, they 

can function as hedges or singular plantings 

providing nutrient-dense fruit. Different varieties 

will mature at various times during the season. 

Culinary Herbs- Sage, rosemary, chives and thyme can grow in containers, in the ground, or in rock 

gardens; creeping varieties recommended for the latter. Most herbs prefer full sun. Rosemary is salt 

tolerant, an added bonus for coastal locations. 

Echinacea- Known for its medicinal attributes and immune-boosting properties, herbalists recommend 

roots be a minimum of 3 years old for use in remedies. Other attributes include colorful blossoms, 

easily saved seeds and typical drying method hanging stems upside down.   

Fruit Trees- Dwarf varieties known to thrive in your area will offer easier maintenance and harvesting. 

Plant fruit trees in the fall when dormant.  

Multiplier Onions- Both top-setting multiplier (Egyptian or walking) onions and bulbing multiplier 

(potato) onions can be planted in fall, in full or partial sun locations. Their multiplying magic happens 

once established. 

Nut Trees- Great source of protein, these edibles offer shade in the garden as well. Consult with local 

fruit tree associations for best performing varieties. 

Rhubarb- Tangy red stalks lend themselves to pies and crisps, but avoid their poisonous leaves. Plant 

crowns in a full sun location in spring or fall.  

  

Photo: Jane LYU 
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Horticulture Terms A – Z    
By Lesley Fleming, HTR 

 

Allelopathy – process by which a plant suppresses the growth of another 

through the release of chemicals 
 

Blanching – the act of covering up a plant part to keep the sun from 

shining on it, most often used for certain vegetables to protect tender 
parts  
 

Cyanogenesis – the production of cyanide or cyanide compounds in 

response to tissue damage in plants 
 

Decoction – to extract a flavor by boiling 

 

Epiphyte – a non-parasitic plant that grows on another plant; it doesn’t 
collect food or water from it 
 

Facultative – environmental condition not required for organism’s survival  

 

Glochids – miniature barbed hair-like spines on cactus 

 

Heliotropism – process where young sunflowers bend towards the sun 

each day due to growth hormones, making stem on shady side bulkier  
 

Involucre – a structure surrounding or supporting the head of a flower, 

sometimes cupped shaped 
 

Juglone – chemical substance secreted by black walnut trees that is toxic 

or stunting for many understory plants within the tree’s drip line 
 

Keystone species – a species whose survival impacts many other species 

(plant examples - saguaro cactus & fig tree)  
 

Linnaeus classification system – the use of scientific nomenclature of 

organisms adopted worldwide 
 

Morphology – the branch of biology that studies the form of living 

organisms, relationships between structures including plants 
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NPK – periodic table acronyms for nitrogen, phosphorous and 

potassium; main nutrients required by plants 
 

Ocrea – a sheath formed around the stem by stipules, leaf-like 

appendages  
 

Phytomania - a fascination with plants 

 

Quiescent center – a small region inside a root’s apical region that has a 

slower division rate 
 

Raceme – a long florescence without branches where flowers mature 

from bottom upwards 
 

Samara – a single-seeded winged fruit like a maple seed, referred to as 

helicopters 
 

Tilth – fine, crumbly soil broken down into small particles by correct 

raking or digging 
 

Umbel – a flat-topped or rounded flower cluster on a flower stalk, 

radiating from a center point 
 

Variegated – having various colors or color patterns, usually referring to 

plant foliage with steaked, edged or mottled color 
 

Whorl – three or more flowers or leaves forming a ring at one stem joint 

 

Xanthophyll – the chemical that causes yellow coloring in most plants, 

often covered up by more intense chlorophyll 
 

Ylang ylang - a tropical flower used for blossoms and essential oil   

 

Zygomorphy – the type of symmetry that most irregular flowers have, 

where the upper half of the flower is unlike the lower, but the left and 
right halves tend to be mirror images of each other 
 

Some lesser known horticultural terms in The American Gardener magazine inspired Lesley Fleming, HTR 
to research and write this article. Susan Morgan, MS provided horticultural expertise. Photographs from 
Unsplash accompany the piece (top to bottom): Peter Collin-allium, Mister Starman-daffodil, Dejan Zakic-
cactus, David Code-heliconia, Daniil Silantev-pussy willow, Emilia Wronowska-salvia, Susan Holt Simpson-
maple seed, Rebecca Matthews-variegated leaves, & Ethan Robertson-calla lily.   
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Series: 

People-Plant Programming: Intellectual Stimulation Using Weird 
and Wonderful Plants 
By Lesley Fleming, HTR & Amy Davis, MSc. 
Photos by Pexels, L. Fleming & Proven Winners 
 
Plant knowledge is a core competency for those delivering people-plant programming. Plants are used 

in many capacities such as: plant material for activities and interventions, garden design and 

installations, as well as for delivery site facilities. This four part series will explore plants relevant to 

Mid & North Atlantic regions, offering activity ideas useful for people-plant programming. 

Q: What plant activities can be used for intellectual stimulation? 

A: One area that can provide intellectual stimulation, along with fascination and humor, is the use of 

weird and wonderful plants in therapeutic horticulture programming. Most populations have health 

goals involving intellectual stimulation, be they advanced or basic cognitive functioning levels. 

Different tempo and style to HT/TH sessions can be delivered using weird and wonderful plants, which 

lend themselves to games, riddles and puzzles. 

Halloween and other seasonal holidays can provide ample ideas. Therapeutic goals of reminiscing and 

intellectual stimulation can be sparked by incorporating plants like: pumpkin on a stick (Solanum 

integrifolium), Dracula orchid genus, Ghost plant and ‘Ghost’ fern (Monotropa uniflora & Athyrium 

‘Ghost’), ‘Black Cat’ petunia, voodoo lily (Amorphophallus konjac), devil’s claw (Proboscidea 

louisianica), Chinese lantern (Physalis alkekengi), and witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana) (My Garden 

Nursery, n.d.). Each of these can provide strong visual imagery along with live plant examples.  

Sessions using a game—name that plant—can promote laughter, thinking skills and group interaction. 

Does the plant resemble the actual name for beehive ginger (Zingiber spectabile), bat flower (Tacca 

chantieri), dancing plant (Codariocalyx motorius), or eyeball plant (Spilanthes oleracea)? Though exotic 

or out of season plants may be difficult to find, photos can be easily substituted. Easier to source plants 
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include lipstick salvia (Salvia microphylla), and pink or blue oyster mushrooms (Pleurotus djamor and 

ostreatus respectively).  

Another theme that is guaranteed to start discussion and laughter, is the use of plants that look like, 

or are named after animals. The Cheyenne Mountain Zoo (2019) suggests: lion’s mane mushroom 

(Hericium erinaceus), wet dog plant (Illicium floridanum), monkey orchid (Dracula simia), Buffalo grass 

(Bouteloua dactyloides), parrot plant (Impatiens niamniamensis), cowslip (Primula veris), and bear’s 

breeches (Acanthus mollis).  

Color-specific plants can provide an unusual focus. Black plants, for example, are by their very nature 

weird and wonderful. Questions or riddles can stimulate thinking skills—are these plants really black, 

why would they be called black, would you like to receive a black plant? Matching a plant name with a 

plant/plant picture can be fun: ‘Black Velvet’ petunia (Petunia 'Balpevac'), wine and roses (Weigela 

florida ‘Alexandra’), ‘Queen of Night’ tulip, dahlia ‘Arabian Night’, ‘Nigra’ hollyhock (Alcea rosea 

‘Nigra’), or black cat pussywillow (Salix chaenomeloides pictured above far right). 

Practitioners with strong plant knowledge will be better able to select plant material appropriate for 

clients, taking into account plant toxicity, sensitivity to sap, sharp cones or propensity for putting items 

into mouths.  

Cheyenne Mountain Zoo (2019). Plants with animal names. Retrieved from 
 http://www.cmzoo.org/index.php/animals-plants/plants/plants-with-animal-names/ 

Curl, M. (2005). The Gardening Crossword Book. Kettering, Northants: Igloo Books Ltd.  
Fleming, L. (2017). Laughter therapy and horticultural therapy: Cross-pollination. Journal of Therapeutic 

 Horticulture 27(2); 57-68. 
My Garden Nursery (n.d.). Halloween plants. Pinterest.com. Retrieved from 

 https://www.pinterest.com/mygardennursery/halloween-plants/ 
Plews Garden Design (n.d.). Plants called dog, plants named after dog – interesting tales from your garden. 

 Retrieved from https://plewsgardendesign.co.uk/plants-called-dog-plants-named-after-dogs/ 
 
Lesley Fleming, MA, HTR is a reviewer for the Journal of Therapeutic Horticulture, Editor in Chief of Nova 

Scotia Horticulture for Health Network’s epublication Digging In, and 2018 recipient of AHTA’s Rhea 

McCandliss Professional Service Award. Plant input was provided by horticulturist Amy Davis, MSc.  

 

  
Horticultural Therapy Conferences 

Canadian Horticultural Therapy Association       
Online Conference  Sept 17-19/2020 

 
American Horticultural Therapy Association   

2020 Conference postponed to 2021 due to Covid-19. 
 

October 29th - October 30th, 2021 
A collaboration of the International People Plant Council, the American 

Horticultural Therapy Association 
and the International Society for Horticultural Sciences 

Kansas City, Missouri 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.cmzoo.org/index.php/animals-plants/plants/plants-with-animal-names/
https://www.pinterest.com/mygardennursery/halloween-plants/
https://plewsgardendesign.co.uk/plants-called-dog-plants-named-after-dogs/
https://www.chta.ca/conference
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Book Review 

The Ghost Orchard: The Hidden 
History of the Apple in North America      
Humphreys, H. (2017). Harpers Collins Publisher Ltd.  
Reviewed by Lesley Fleming, HTR 
 
Part prose, part catalogue of apples many of which are 

now extinct, author Helen Humphreys presents this fruit 

as a significant food, crop and symbol of earlier times. 

The horticultural history of apples in North America is 

intertwined with people, early settlement history, and 

beautiful watercolor paintings by USDA Division of 

Pomology artists.  

Seven chapters touch on important elements of apple 

history, relaying little known facts the author has 

researched. The apple’s origin can be traced 4.5 million 

years ago to Kazakhstan, as a member of the rose family. 

Brought to N. America by white settlement, an 1800 law 

required homesteaders to plant 50 apple trees. Many 

indigenous tribes had apple orchards, which were 

destroyed around 1779, burned by order of President 

Washington as a means of destroying the Six Nations. French 

Canadians introduced the apple to the Mi’Kmaqs who referred to it 

as a French cranberry variety name ‘Mic-Mac Codlin’.  

In 1790 American Ann Jessop brought 20 varieties of apple-scions from England, dispersing apples 

throughout N. American, instrumental in the establishment of orchards and nurseries. In 1866 The 

USDA created a Division of Pomology to collect and disseminate information on apples to fruit 

growers. Creating an illustrative library of watercolor renderings, the 3,800 paintings of apple varieties 

were painted in similar style as seed packets and catalogues. Nine of the twelve artists were women.  

Humphrey’s chapter on Robert Frost underscores the role of apples in early society, literature, and 

connections to nature. She mentions Frost’s poem “After Apple-picking” and Frost’s several apple 

orchards. His Ripton property’s orchard included only yellow apple varieties. 

The book’s term ghost orchard refers to past memories, extinct apple varieties, and history not to be 

forgotten. Scrumping, for example - the 19th century phrase for taking remaining apples after harvest, 

usually from someone else’s orchard. The book includes a glossary of lost apples, with information 

collected from catalogues from the late 1880s, reference to an 1827 Canadian nursery catalogue and 

its 79 apple varieties, Canadian varieties ‘Montreal Peach’, ‘Pleasegood’, ‘St Lawrence’, and early 

varieties with sub-acid taste grown by indigenous and Acadian people in Nova Scotia labelled with 

names like ‘Iron’, ‘Lorne’ and ‘Nova Scotian’.  

Humphreys’ apple excursions and personal accounts are infused with research, history, and 

horticultural science, making this book both entertaining and informative.  

Artist Deborah Griscom Passmore 
St. Lawrence apple, 1909,  
USDA Pomology, CCO permission 
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Resources Fall 2020    

Canadian veteran, artist Jessica Lynn Wiebe collaborated with The 
Veteran Farm Project to create A (Temporary) Memorial to 
Ongoing Conflict and War  
 
Canadian author Stephanie Westlund’s 2014 book Field Exercises: 
How Veterans Are Healing Themselves through Farming and 
Outdoor Activities provides insights into post-military life  
 
Nova Scotia veteran Tyson Bowen works to transform his Pictou 
County NS farm into an eco-adventure park for veterans  
 
Veterans with a Vision: Canada’s War Blinded in Peace and War by 
Serge Marc Durfllinger (2010) recounts historical facts like NS’s 2nd 
Contruction Battalion of black soldiers   
  

 

 

 

Products, services, references, and medical research contained herein are intended for informational 

purposes only and do not imply endorsement or practice by NSHHN. Website URLs may be changed 

without notice. Original and creative material is considered the intellectual property of NSHHN. We 

respectively request credit for reprinted articles. 
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